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Editorial

Editing the second issue of Carnival
here in Helsinki has been a pleasant
experience. There is no shortage of articles – we are even forced to build up
a small reserve of quality material due
to lack of space. A good sign for the
future.
The Activity department is doing particularly well, as is the activity
of ISHA. There are three major events
coming up, in Zagreb, Bucharest and
Turku, respectively. On the basis of
the reports in this and the previous
issue, they all appear very thoroughly
and skillfully planned.
With the risk of accusations of
a national bias, I would like to raise a
point concerning the one in Turku.
Since the seminar is integrated with an
international symposium of “real” historians, it will entail a possibility to hear
also the guest speakers of the symposium. Who they will be is still an open
question, but previous events in the
same series have featured, among others, Alf Lüdtke, the guru of the German “history of everyday life”, and F.R.
Ankersmit, a Dutch scholar prominent
in the field of the philosophy of history. I am sure we will be notified of
any new information regarding the
programme.
As for Discussion in this journal, things have started to roll at the
very last moment. The two discussion
articles in the paper edition of this issue present an insight into an influential field of historiography (the “new
cultural history”) and an elaboration
of the significance of Soviet traditions
for the legal culture of today’s Russia,
a very timely topic indeed. However,
the article by Tadzio Müller on Globalization and the welfare state in the
last issue also generated a critical response from Bartosz Cichocki of ISHA
Warsaw, though unfortunately too late
to make it in the paper edition. To not

to break the dialogue at the outset,
Bartosz’s Globalization and
“globalitarianism” will be included in
the web edition – as will a further comment by Tadzio... Perhaps in the future
issues, the journal will this way truly
begin to take the role postulated by
our man in Warsaw: that of a public
“surface” of well-prepared, academically grounded discussion for the
community involved.
A propos globalization, we did
what we threatened to do and have
continuously attempted to spread the
word of the journal also outside the
existing ISHA network. The Articles
department of this issue again shows
that this has brought fruitful contacts,
with curiosity both for the journal and
the organization (no conflict of interest there). The pursuit of topics of
contemporary relevance continues
here, e.g. with Edin Hajdarpasic’s intriguing article on literary contestations over the legacy of Ottoman
Bosnia.
However, in relation to the
number of people we believe to have
reached, the response has so far been
modest. It has been even more modest
when we have tried to mobilize people
via the international list server of
ISHA. These experiences seem to reinforce the old rule of student volunteer work: results are mainly produced
in a vast network of direct personal
contacts instead of an “anonymous
market”. Nothing wrong with that, but
if there are new people out there pondering whether to join in, please, make
our day! See last pages for details.
Sakari Saaritsa
Head of the Editorial Team

ISHA Helsinki
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THE IS INFORMS
As you all already know, our biggest
upcoming events will be the Annual
Conference in Zagreb (19th - 23rd April
2000, see pages 6-7) and soon afterwards the seminar in Bucharest (NEW
DATE, NOW 24th-30th July 2000, see
last issue). But that is far from being
all: our dear friends in Turku have
promised to organize an international
seminar in the autumn (2nd – 9th October 2000, see pages 8-9). Just in case
someone is unaware – Turku is a beautiful city in south-western Finland,
inhabited by some very odd people.
The theme of the one-week seminar
will be ‘Changing History?’.
There will also be a smaller –
but no less interesting – seminar in
Riga (November 2000). This seminar
is going to deal with the Baltic countries and it is directed mostly to stu-

dents from Finland, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Russia. However – if
you are for example specializing in this
region, do not miss your chance! If
you are interested, please contact
Arvi (arfy@ut.ee) from Tartu. I have
also heard rumours that some history
students from Tartu are coming to
Zagreb – so we will hear more about
these events there.
I am pleased to see that many
local sections are organizing smaller
seminars, but I have to admit that I am
still a bit worried. Worried, because
no section has yet promised to organize the Annual Conference of 2001.
Now, please, if your ISHA section is
interested in taking this job, let me
know immediately! The IS will of
course do everything possible to help
your section: we will provide you with
useful information and – if possible –
even some financial support.
I am sure that most sections
that have organized an Annual Con-

ference will agree with me: organizing
a big conference is a great and rewarding experience! Let me also know if
your section is interested in organizing the Annual Conference of 2002. It
would be preferable to plan these
things a couple of years ahead.
We have decided in our wisdom that from now on, all organizers
must make an official report on their
conferences and seminars for the IS –
absolutely and always. Reports will
help us to inform for example the EU
about our activities, and it will also be
important for us – as an organization
– to know what has happened, when
and how.
That’s all folks. See you all
soon in Zagreb!
Sinikukka Saari
ISHA Helsinki / IS
sinikukka.saari@helsinki.fi

...............................................................................................................................

THE ACADEMIC BOARD MEETING IN NIJMEGEN,
THE NETHERLANDS
4-6th January 2000
In the beginning of January, ISHA
Nijmegen kindly hosted a small (but
in no way modest) AB meeting. I
would like once more to thank the
ISHA people in Nijmegen for all the
efforts they put into organising the
seminar. They did not only host the
meeting but also continued working
for ISHA after it by updating the web
pages and creating a new ”advert leaflet” for ISHA. Thank you Nijmegen,
we could not survive without your
help and enthusiasm!
The International Secretariat
was represented at the meeting by
Mikko-Olavi Seppälä, president, Sara
Roegiers, Belgian member, and Rae
Häikiö, financial manager. The only AB
member present was Elise Seppälä, and
the Treasury Committee was represented by Corné Boomaars. Other
participants at the meeting were
mostly from Nijmegen, except for our
”Internet guru” Jan Verbrugghe from
Leuven.
So, what were the things that
we discussed and was there anything
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important decided? First of all, we
looked into our past and future activities. If you are interested in knowing
more about the upcoming events,
please check the seminar information
above. It was decided that ISHA
ought to get back to the old procedure of choosing the Annual Conference host two years before the conference actually takes place. The last
time ISHA accomplished this was in
Vienna in 1996. The procedure of
choosing the host two years in advance gives more time to the hosting
section to plan the conference, apply

for grants and sponsorships, etc. –
and it gives hope for ISHA’s continuity, too. Secondly, we decided on gathering information for the web pages.
Please, if you have any information or
links that could be useful, let us know!
It was more difficult to come
up with new and tighter guidelines for
finances. At the moment, ISHA’s financial situation is bad due to the fact
that ISHA has not received an EU
grant for the past few years. Applying for the grant is not going to be an
easy task this year, as it is quite hard
to convince the authorities at the Eu-
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ropean Commission of ISHA’s more
active role in the future – I am referring to the International Secretariat.
We are still hoping that we will get a
grant from the EU so that the IS can
continue working in Leuven and reopen the office.
If there are no people interested in running for the IS in Zagreb,
we will have to reconsider the future
roles of the IS and ISHA seriously. If
the IS keeps on circulating around the
sections, we will not be able to apply
for EU grants and we will either need
to find new sponsors or raise the
membership fee radically. The first alternative is unrealistic (as it is quite
hard to find a sponsor on whom we
could rely on every year) and the second one would probably not be welcomed by the majority of sections.
However, there were discussions going on about every participant paying DM 5 extra at every conference
and seminar. This money would go
straight to the IS for e.g. postal expenses.
This alternative has to be

taken seriously as fewer and fewer
sections are willing to pay their membership fees. Last year, approximately
10 sections paid their membership
fees. Everyone should understand
that we simply cannot cover the secretariat’s expenses with such an
amount of money. All other sections
that did not pay the fee were just ”observing members”.
It is not my intention to blame
any section for not paying. I simply
want to point out that ISHA’s income
is quite modest. We cannot continue
this way. ISHA as an organisation has
to become more professional if we
wish to have a working IS in the future. ”Sacrifices” are demanded from
each and every section.
The meeting was pleasant for
the most part, but a great deal of the
discussion was carried out in the traditional passionate ISHA style. The
most controversial topic was probably
Carnival – or its name, to be precise.
Everyone at the meeting seemed to
be quite satisfied with the journal itself, only the undemocratic way of

choosing the name was seen as a major mistake. The IS agreed with that
point of view and promised to become
more active, e.g. on the list server. I
would like to point out that all the
things we discussed in Nijmegen are
still open for discussion!
According to our constitution,
we are not able to make major changes
and decisions at AB meetings, but
only at the Legislative Assembly.
Please read the agenda for the Zagreb
LA meeting in advance. The agenda
will be on the list server a couple of
weeks before the conference starts.
Every official member section can affect ISHA’s future policies by voting
at the LA in Zagreb. So, please do not
forget to pay your membership fee
and make a difference in ISHA’s decision-making this year!
The unofficial parts of the AB
meeting can be read on pages 12-13.

Rae Häikiö
ISHA Helsinki / IS
rae.haikio@helsinki.fi

...........................................................................................................
Dear all,

I’d like to bring a few excellent web
sites to the attention of anyone interested in coming to study at the university of Leuven for a year, for the
International Secretariat of Isha (hopefully) or other reasons. The sites
should speak for themselves, but I’ll
sum up a few of what I think to be the
main attractive points of the
K.U.Leuven:
1. Its academic standing. A
year in Leuven will look good on your
cv, it’s an internationally renowned institute.
2. The central location of
Leuven: close to Brussels and the
European institutions located there.
It’s also possible to take courses at
french-speaking universities close-by.
3. The official language of the
K.U.L. is dutch, but a wide range of

courses are available in English. Take
a look at the ‘Junior Program’, ‘European Studies’ and the ‘Studies in
American Culture and Society’.
4. Almost 10% out of our student population of 26.000 are exchange students, so they’re an important community. They have their
own cultural center (Pangaea), newspaper (The Voice) and student organization (Portulaca).
Last but not least: Leuven’s a
student sized university town, with a
beautiful old city center, a vibrant social life and prices are relatively low
(compared to the neighboring countries). It’s also easy to find accommodation, exchange students usually are
entitled to cheap rooms of the university.
General information from the

university itself:
http://www.kuleuven.ac.be/studeng/
a_totaal/index_eng.htm
The Junior Program in European Culture and Society:
http://millennium.arts.kuleuven.ac.be/
junior/juniorsite/
The web site of Portulaca (the foreign
students
in
Leuven):http://
www.portul.student.kuleuven.ac.be/
index.htm
People who want more information on
Leuven, it’s university or Belgium, are
always welcome to contact me on the
following address:
Sara Roegiers
Windmolenstraat 20
B-3000 Leuven
Belgium
sara.roegiers@student.kuleuven.ac.be
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THE CENTURY
11th Annual ISHA Conference
19-23 April 2000, Zagreb, Croatia
Igor Duda
ISHA Zagreb
iduda@mail.com

.........................................
Last summer, ISHA Zurich hosted a seminar Millennium: Time of Hope and Fear. This year,
the last year of the 20th century, ISHA continues to work in the similar spirit. The topic of the
11th Annual Conference is a bit more concrete, not only because it encompasses a shorter period of time, and a bit less mystical, as the destiny of one of the workshops proves. It is The
Century.
All kinds of newspapers, magazines,
Internet sites, TV and radio stations
are asking their consumers to vote for
“the best of” all that one can possibly
think of. The signs “Millennium” and
“Century” in all sorts of styles, fonts
and colours can be seen all around
us. Even bookshops are trying to attract customers with sparkling
millennial and centennial chronologies, with lists of the best or the worst
events that ever happened or persons
that ever lived.
Why again?
It is clear that all this has quite a lot to
do with history, but unfortunately not
that often with real historiography. It
would be nice to believe that the wish
for taking a less commercial but a more
academic attitude on the subject is the
reason why ISHA cannot stay blind
or deaf.
While the 1800s were called a
century of hope and wishes, the 20th
century was certainly less optimistic.
The greater part of 1900s is still alive,
and many people think that they know
it because they witnessed it, because
they still have it fresh somewhere in
their memories. Some recent events
will not be regarded as history that
soon, but why not analyse all that has
happened right now? Only this way
can we find out what is thought about
the ending century in its last year.
Besides, it is interesting to see
how young people feel about contem-
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Croatian National Theatre (HNK), Zagreb

porary history, young people who do
not carry the burden of the whole century, because they grew up in its last
quarter only.
Maybe because
everybody is interested...
The Conference is planned for 150
participants. We had thought it would
be great to receive a good hundred
applications, because there would be
fewer organizing problems and it
would be easier to take care of a fairly
modest number of participants. This
should be quite acceptable a claim for
anybody who has ever tried to organize an ISHA seminar or conference.

However, as time was passing,
it became more and more obvious that
the maximum of 150 people would like
to come to Zagreb. When writing this
on February 10th, the list now contains
more than 140 students who have sent
their signed application forms. They
are coming from 28 universities in 17
countries, but there are also some 20
others whose applications are on the
way to Zagreb. If there are students
who would still like to apply, they can
feel free and welcome to do so, but
unfortunately for the moment they will
have to remain on the waiting list.
Anyway, it looks like those coming
from a certain country where the IS is
seated will be the most numerous this

CARNIVAL
time.
...in the topic and the
workshops...
Initially, we offered eleven workshops
dealing with different aspects of the
20th century. We wanted to combine
historiographical and interdisciplinary
approaches, and thanks to the topics
of the presentations, we hope it will
be possible to achieve this goal. As
said, the final number of groups and
the division of papers within workshops will depend on the registered
titles and abstracts that we will soon
receive. Workshops will be led by history students, the members of ISHA
Zagreb.
1. Wars
2. Prominent Individuals
3. Destinies of Nations and States
4. Cities
5. Religions, Ideologies and Movements
6. The Way of Living
7. Art and Culture
8. Development and Influence of the
Media
9. Economy, Science and Technology
10. Hidden, Mysterious and Different
20th Century
11. Attitude to History
This is what we had offered. It
is now clear that the workshop on the
mysterious 20th century will be cancelled, and that the applicants for the
workshops dealing with media and
technology or economy will probably
be working together. Some other papers will be transferred from the preferred workshop to another one in order to achieve a balanced number of

Ban Josip Jelacic Square, Zagreb

presentations per workshop.
It is also possible that some
workshops will be split into
two groups.
...excursions, parties
and the rest of the program...
The programme will start on
Wednesday (19th) afternoon
and end on Sunday (23rd)
around noon. Besides presentations and discussions at the
workshops, the academic programme of the Conference will
include short introductory
lectures by professors from
Zagreb. The administrative
programme will include Academic Board meetings (AB)
and the Legislative Assembly Zagrepcanka and Cibona Towers, Zagreb
(LA). There will also be a celebration of ISHA’s 10th anniversary, all for applying. By March 15th, you
and some old members will hopefully should e-mail us your abstracts (5-10
join us for that occasion. For leisure sentences). By doing so, you will remoments, the Conference will include confirm your arrival to Zagreb. We will
parties, sightseeing in Zagreb and ex- also inform you if your presentation
cursions in the picturesque region of has been moved to another workshop
Hrvatsko zagorje to the north of the and ask if you accept this, of course.
We will send you a letter containing
city.
What is new is the accommo- more information (the exact timetable,
dation, which will not be at the Youth the list of participants at your workHostel in the city centre, as it was an- shop, the address of the hostel, phone
nounced. Unfortunately, the hostel numbers, and more) to your personal
has moved to a new location, which is address by the beginning of April. All
on the outskirts of the city. The good this will probably be available on the
news is that there are comfortable Internet and ISHA list even sooner.
rooms with two or three beds, and Everything said in our letter about the
every room has an en-suite bathroom. outlines, papers and presentations or
The location of the academic and ad- the participation fee, which will be DM
ministrative programmes has not 100 or •51.13, is still valid.
The fifteen organizers, among
changed. It is the Faculty of Philosothem the coordinators Ana Dordevic,
phy.
Kristina Juric, Ivan Lajnvas, Renata
...and they al- Mikloska and the writer of this article,
ways want to together with the other helpful members of ISHA Zagreb, wish you fruitknow more!
ful work on your papers and cheap
As applications and reliable travel arrangements, and
have been com- they hope we will have a great time all
ing in, we have together. Visit the Conference
been informing homepage (http://marvin.cc.fer.hr/
you, the Confer- isha) regularly and do not hesitate to
ence participants, ask for further information on
by e-mail that zg_conference@mail.com. See you in
your application Zagreb!
has been accepted or maybe
put on the waiting
list. We thank you
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Changing history?
The past and the
historian

An ISHA seminar in Turku,
Finland, 2nd - 7th October 2000
Isto Vatanen
ISHA Turku
ishaturku@utu.fi

................................................

Did you know that CHANGING your plans for next October could be something, for a CHANGE, that you should not miss?

ISHA Turku welcomes all ISHA members around the world to take part in
the grand opening of the academic
year 2000-2001. The atmosphere of the
week long event in the city with the
longest standing academic tradition

A scene from a Medieval Festival
in Turku
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in Finland will be
something you
should not miss.
The seminar “Changing
history? - The past
and the historian”
will be a profound
journey into history
and
historiography
during which you
can’t help meeting
a bunch of fellow The castle of Turku
students from
abroad, and to experience some of the What is the relationship between the
many fascinating faces of south-west- changing historical writing and the
changing past itself?
ern Finland.
As a theme, change is one of
truly universal subjects in our field of
Changing history?
study. The interest in changing hisA theme for you?
tory and coming across the ideas of
We are not alone with the ideas and change does not depend on the hisrealities of change in history. Change, torical periods, nor the culture or concontinuity and crises unveil them- tinent you are studying. Change has
selves when you least expect and quite a potential for joining students
come to the focus of historical work from every field of our discipline while
even when it seems most unlikely. still maintaining sharp edge and inter-
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In Turku, even the Santa Claus
has horns!
est in the work.
Ever been
to Turku?
If you haven’t, now you are given a
chance to regret that for only a few
more months. Apart from being the
oldest city in Finland, Turku is perhaps the most academic one of them.
A considerable proportion of the
city’s inhabitants are students or have
some other relationship with the three
local institutions of higher education.
In addition to that, the universities are
located quite near the city centre, giving it true academic colour.
Turku is easily reachable from
Central Europe and beyond. You can
fly here, but making your journey by
train through the Baltic Countries or
Sweden may be more rewarding. Especially the trip through the southwestern Finnish archipelago is an unforgettable experience, if you are planning to take a ferry from Stockholm to
Turku.
The programme
and beyond
In the usual ISHA manner, “Changing history?” consists of the official
academic programme and various social and cultural activities. The short
lectures given by every participant,
general discussions, guest lectures
and other forms of study in six thematically arranged workshops will
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make the core of the programme. Workshops will concentrate on themes such
as the origins of change, the people
in the middle of changing history and
also the changing historiography itself, among many others.
The seminar will also be your
chance to meet fellow students from
the ISHA sections around the world
and get to know Finland. You are going to get a view of the Finnish archipelago, the centuries old history and
the vivid contemporary life in the city
of Turku and whole Finland. We can’t
really promise that you will be able to
speak Finnish fluently after one week,
but some essential words and phrases
such as “Täh?” or “Iso olut, kiitos!”
will no doubt be a useful addition to
everyone’s language skills. More international flavour is added to the
seminar in Turku thanks to the cooperation with the Nordsaga network
of Nordic history students.
Two seminars
in one!
All the participants of “Changing history?” will also have a unique possibility to take part in an international
symposium arranged at the same time
by the departments of History and Political History of the University of
Turku. Under the name “History and
change”, the symposium consists of
lectures given by leading international
researchers. The two-day symposium
is held in English and will be fully integrated in the seminar programme so
that every participant will be able to
make the best out of both.
Information on the Turku seminar
will be posted to all ISHA sections
during February. For participants
willing to enter the seminar the deadline will be in the beginning of June.
Additional material will be posted
to the participants well in advance.
Most up-to-date information about
the seminar is available at the ISHATurku web site at http://org.utu.fi/
ishaturku. The organising secretariat
is also happy to answer any questions concerning the event. Contacts by email to ishaturku@utu.fi
or by mail:
ISHA-Turku / Secretariat
Kritiikki ry
Rehtorinpellonkatu 4 A
FIN-20500 TURKU
FINLAND

A scene over the river Aura
running through Turku
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Relations between neighbours:
Conflict or co-operation?
An ISHA seminar in Tartu, November 26th, 1999
Jouni Pöyliö
ISHA Helsinki
jouni.poylio@helsinki.fi
............................................................

In the end of last November, the Association of Estonian Students of History, Eesti Ajalooring,
arranged a student seminar on the theme of neighbourly relations. The timing of the seminar fell
upon festivities honouring the 80th anniversary of the University of Tartu as an Estonian-speaking university, but the seminar itself had very little to do with this event.

Foreign seminar guests came mostly
from Finland and Latvia, and the audience totalled 25–30 participants with
9 presentations given. The presentations had various topics, but were in
general quite well in line with the
theme of the seminar. However, they
were heavily dominated by 20th century topics, with only two dealing with
the time before and during the Baltic
Crusades (up to the first half of the
13th century), and one with the 18th
century. The gaps were partly due to
the unfortunate cancellation of some
presentations, but it is noteworthy
that there were no willing speakers
wanting to deal with the Middle Ages
or the era of Sweden as a great power.
The presentations filled the
criteria that can be set to any student
seminar: the fair standard required of
an academic essay. They were given
in a rough chronological order for the
whole of the audience. One could
point out that presentations concerning earlier periods aroused scholarly
comments mostly from those specifically interested in the topic, while the
20th-century themes often nurtured a
discussion that was ampler and less
strictly academic.
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Coexistence
before...
The earliest periods
were
given a proper
coverage in the
presentations
of A. Geidans
and
O.
Koskinen, the
first one tackling the strug- A view over Tartu.
gle of dominance in the
Baltic countries during the first quarter of the 13th century, especially from
the viewpoint of German – Estonian
relations, and the second one dealing
with the contacts between the trading centre of Novgorod in Russia and
the tribe of Finnish Karelians (then living in a vast area in what is presently
eastern Finland and north-western
Russia) until the late 13th century.
Both presentations had a strong factual basis, informing the audience that
the German influence spread more by
the force of arms, while the Greek Orthodox Church succeeded in a more
peaceful cultural penetration to

Karelia – until the time of Sweden’s
intervention. Geidans’ presentation
was followed by a short clarification
of medieval taxation (i.e. tribute), and
Koskinen was asked when Finns
think the originally Scandinavian-Slavonic town of Novgorod could be
called ethnically Russian. Traditionally, Russian historians have proposed remarkably early dates for this
shift.
After a coffee-break, I held my
presentation on the 18th century administration in two very different areas gained by Russia in the Treaty of
Nystad in 1721: Baltic provinces and
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The participants of the seminar pose at the university.
Karelia surrounding Lake Ladoga. The
highly developed administrative
structure run mostly by the locals in
the Baltic provinces was contrasted
by the rather rudimentary rule imposed
on Karelia. The author was given one
correction concerning the role of the
central power under the Swedish rule
and was questioned on the extent of
Baltic autonomy and the implications

of political democracy in
Estonia and
Finland, despite their superficial similarities, and
explored the
reasons for
this. The presentations
gave such a
full coverage
on their topics
that
they
aroused little

discussion.
The last three presentations
related to questions still under discussion in the home countries of the participants. I. Abrama compared the economic policies of Latvia and Estonia,
and put forth both the differences in
the countries’ attitudes towards each
other in commercial questions and the

The final presentation was intended to be a less
ponderous one, pointing out questions of the Finnish foreign policy in the Cold War era. It caused a
major dispute on the status of Finland during that
time, the Finns bravely defending their independence, and the Balts questioning it with scientific criticism.

of the governmental machinery for the
development of forest industry in
Karelia, a field of economic activity
still quintessential for Finland.
...and during
the 20th century
The three presentations that followed
dealt with the crucial years of the early
independence of Finland and Estonia.
M. Seppälä presented his undergraduate seminar study on Ingrian refugees’
activity in Estonia in 1919, during their
unsuccessful national struggle; the
region of Ingria is situated around the
eastern bottom of the Gulf of Finland.
K. Kilpinen presented a thorough biography of Jüri Vilms, a noted Estonian nationalist politician, focusing on
his unsolved disappearance. T.
Merisalu compared the different fates

generally more promising economic
environment. H. Salmi presented the
evolution of a Finnish historiographic
tradition called the ‘Driftwood
Theory’, mainly stating that after the
Winter War of 1939 between the Soviet Union and Finland, the latter had
been driven to another war (the Continuation War, alongside Germany
against the USSR) without being able
to choose. Later evidence showed that
Finland had indeed actively chosen
its side with full knowledge of the implications.
The final presentation was intended to be a less ponderous one,
pointing out questions of the Finnish
foreign policy in the Cold War era. It
caused a major dispute on the (admittedly subtle) status of Finland during
that time, the Finns bravely defending their independence, and the Balts

questioning it with scientific criticism.
Unfortunately, the discussion was of
the kind that seldom brings about any
positive concluding syntheses. For instance, no one was ingenious enough
to compare the Finnish neutrality of
the post-WWII era with Swedish or
Swiss neutralities during World War
II. The length of the day may have
contributed to the nature of the discussion.
What
to learn?
It is obvious from things written that
the seminar disseminated a great deal
of information and partially opened up
new points of view for the participants. We will be eager to hear more
of these practitioners of the historian’s craft as the time goes by and they
gain a higher position in the field of
history. Surprisingly, none of the
teachers of these students seemed to
be interested in their pupils’ activities.
However, the seminar also reminded
us of some very basic facts of presentation. For one thing, a fair amount of
professionalism the audience attributes to the speaker depends on his
or her presentation style. A speaker
looking at the audience and speaking
loudly and clearly is more credible than
one who seems to not quite believe
his or her own conclusions. Standing
at ease in front of the audience and
reading the text as it stands straight
from the paper may be convenient for
the speaker, but it is not especially entertaining for the audience.
Another point is the specific
nature of the speech: comparing notes
made by the audience reveals considerable differences. One should make
the essential points and the major
conclusions very clear, and follow a
logical order. One should not give an
inappropriately great role for details
following each other. The speaker
should arrange his or her notes in such
a way that they show their relevance
for the final conclusion(s). And as a
matter of course, one should acquaint
oneself with the terminology and its
proper translations. Only seldom do
these cause misunderstandings, but
more often they disturb the listener’s
ear and damage the status of the
would-be expert.
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Brains, bicycles and beers
An AB-meeting in Nijmegen,
the Netherlands
Annemie van Bennekom
ISHA-Nijmegen
avbennekom@yahoo.com

............................................
Sure, I agree with Emil Zopfi (see article by Christian Egg in ISHA-News
issue 32); time is a democratic resource – everybody gets exactly the same
amount. But time is also a precarious and unreliable concept. Sometimes it
goes so quickly and sometimes it looks like it’s standing still. Time was never
standing still during the AB-meeting.
Surrounded by the beauty of
Nijmegen.

These are some personal remarks on
the AB-meeting that was held in
Nijmegen, the Netherlands, from the
3rd until the 6th of January 2000. This
meeting was organised because a lot
of topics concerning ISHA now and
in the future had to be discussed before the annual conference in Zagreb
(April 2000). Since the last AB-meeting was held in Zurich during the Millennium-seminar, it would have taken
too long to wait until April. So, an invitation was published on the
listserver and other arrangements were
made.
Unfortunately, it appeared that
nobody from ISHA Zagreb or ISHA
Bucarest (organizers of the upcoming
events) was able join us due to lack of
time and visa problems. As a matter
of fact, besides the people we knew
to expect in advance, nobody else

contacted us. So the AB-meeting became a small affair of only 4 ISHAsections: ISHA Helsinki, Finland
(Mikko and Rae, both from the International Secretariat), ISHA Joensuu,
Finland (Elise, AB-member), ISHA
Leuven (Sara, AB-member and Jan,
our one and only webmaster and Legal Belgian) and of course ISHA
Nijmegen (Corné, Treasury Committee, Hans, Julien, Jasmijn, Andrea and
myself).
Monday,
January 3rd
Rae and Mikko arrived at the train station in Nijmegen after spending the
whole afternoon in a rainy Amsterdam.
All members of ISHA Nijmegen (and
Elise from Joensuu who was already
in the Netherlands) welcomed them

and it became a warm reunion of old
friends. We all went to my room (I’m
living in a student house with 3 other
persons) to wait for Sara’s arrival. After picking her up from the station we
spent the rest of the evening in my
room under the motto: how many students can you store in a pretty small
student room…
Because it wasn’t really foreseen that we would all stay at my place
we faced our first problem: there was
absolutely no beer in the house. So
Mikko, Hans and I went out to buy
some very expensive beer. Now that
the problem was solved, we had a really nice time and a lot of fun remembering some old ISHA-anecdotes. At
the end of the evening (and for some
of us in the early morning) we split up
and went for a good night sleep
(which turned out to be the only one
that couple of days).
Tuesday,
January 4th

Coffee resurrects the dead.
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The next morning we had to face our
second problem: the lack of bikes…
Yep, the AB-meeting took place in the
Netherlands so on a bike you go!
Luckily we could also solve this problem and continue our way to the university (the Catholic University of
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Nijmegen) where all the meetings
were, or rather, were supposed to be
held. We had planned to have altogether three meetings, one every
morning.
After getting some very strong
coffee (koffie, koffie, lekker bakkie
koffie) and tea for some still very
sleepy persons the meeting started. I
will not go into details here, because
a full report about the contents of all
meetings will be published in Carnival and on the listserver as well. But I
can tell you that it was a very good
meeting where everybody co-operated. At the end of the vivid brainstorming-session Mikko had a little
surprise for everyone, presenting and
handing out the new ISHA-News, now
called Carnival. The journal looked
very impressive, the outside as well
as the inside. My sincere compliments
to the editorial team, just keep up the
good work! [Just downsizing your
article, darling... ET]
After three hours our first meeting came to an end and we went to the
student cafeteria for a delicious (?)
lunch. There Julien and I taught Sara
how to eat a so-called “broodje kroket
met mosterd” properly (it’s a typical
Dutch snack which everyone should
try at least once in their life). During
lunch we came to the conclusion that
the planned morning meetings were
not enough to discuss all topics. So
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lates and beers we
had some really interesting conversations. Again, some
of them will be published and some of
them were absolutely off the record.
W e d n e s d a y,
January 5th

Because of some The happy participants of the AB meeting.
“almost hangovers”
Later on we went to another
our second official meeting started a
little bit later then planned. Coffee was cafe (“De Muis”), but some of us were
the way out of that particular prob- already a bit tired of the ISHA-waylem. Today Jan joined us and gave us of-life of the last two days and went
the latest news about the ISHA- home early. The real die-hards (Mikko,
homepage he is updating. Again the Jasmijn and I) realised that this was
meeting was very productive. Today already our last night together and
we also had lunch at the student caf- stayed in town for a while. Around 2
eteria. Then we all had some time for o’clock in the morning we went to my
ourselves to spend before we would place and had a nice time over there,
meet in town again. Sara and Mikko drinking beer and tea, eating yoghurt
were so kind to come to my place to and “bastogne-koeken”…some
do enormous ISHA-dishes, for which strange combinations there.
I’m still very grateful to them.
We had to hurry to be on time Thursday,
for our home-made, improvised his- January 6th
torical guided tour through town. We
didn’t get very far because everybody Our last day together had come. This
wanted to do some shopping every morning we had our last meeting, but
time they saw a shop. The biggest not at the university; we went into
mistake we made was to show them town for that. Over a nice breakfast/
the town-brewery (“Stadsbrouwerij lunch we talked some things through
De Hemel”) – of once more and made sure everybody
course they wanted to knew what he or she had to do for
go inside and when we ISHA after we would split up. Then
finally came out it was we did some cheese-shopping for Rae
already dark. Time for and Mikko (another typical Dutch
dinner. We went to an phenomenon…cheese) and finished
Italian restaurant were the guided tour where we had left it
we met Andrea (also yesterday. Again we didn’t come very
an ISHA-oldie). After far. We ended up in…take a
that we went to…yes, guess…yes, a cafe (“Kadinsky”) maka cafe. This one ing plans for a big surprise in Zagreb.
(“Camelot”) is a rather That’s going to be really exciting!
Natives greet the wise and glorious President with special one, because
Finally, it was time to say goodgreat enthusiasm.
here the history stu- bye. Goodbye to our friends and gooddents of Nijmegen very bye to some really great days. But I
we decided to go on with the meeting often meet. I had made some arrange- can say it was the best way to start
that afternoon but under different cir- ments so that our guests could meet the new millennium and I’m looking
cumstances. We left the university the president of our local association forward to see them and you in Zagreb
and went into town to continue in a of history students. There were also again. By the way, if you ever come to
nice cafe (“De Compagnie”). Before two fellow history students (and mem- Nijmegen this article will provide you
we got there we almost drowned be- bers of the editorial team that edits with a number of names of some nice
cause of the heavy rain (also a typical our own history journal) who chose cafes so you can have your own pubDutch phenomenon, unfortu- to interview Mikko, because he’s the crawl! Have fun and see you in the
nately…). Over a couple of hot choco- president of the IS at the moment.
future!
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Roger Chartier and the new cultural history
Jyrki Hakapää
ISHA Helsinki
jyrki.hakapaa@helsinki.fi

.....................................
In recent decades the aims, topics and methods of cultural history have been in constant change.
No longer can cultural history be referred to as dealing only with the culture of the elite: the
term ‘culture’ itself has been redefined. Its old limits have been trampled underfoot with the
result that today almost any trait of human life, whether elite or common, is included in ‘culture’.
How can cultural history, then, be studied? One new answer has been given by Roger Chartier,
who has been the main historian to implement methods of the new cultural history.

In the spring of 1987, a seminar in California set out to define the new cultural history. The effort was both ambitious and obscure at the same time.
The history of culture has traditionally been one of the most distinguished themes of history, and from
the 1970s onwards it has been highly
appreciated. However, in the French
Annales school, which has in many
ways defined our conceptions of
“how to examine history” during this
century, cultural history has easily
been left aside as economic and social history have taken the central
place in explaining human actions. As
a result, cultural history has been associated with the history of political
events, and in this way the annalists
have understood it to be “outdated”.1
Because of this, cultural history
needed new character, aims and methods, so that it could be separated from
the old prejudices and undervaluation
and give alternatives to economic and
social history.
Roger Chartier, one of the participants of the California seminar, has
been the most diligent supporter of
the new cultural history, although he
belongs to the tradition of French historians. In actual fact, he has even
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been said to belong to the “fourth
generation of annalists”.2 However,
Chartier is well known for his criticism
of two basic characteristics of Annales
methods: firstly, against histoire
sérielle – the method of examining
history quantitatively over a long period of time – and secondly, against

the concept and research of “mentalities”.3
This kind of criticism sounds
very daring, because Chartier attacks
the most important contemporary tradition of historical research, and also
a highly popular concept that has sold
history to larger audiences. In many
countries, for example Finland,
Chartier’s criticism can seem illfounded, because even its objects –
especially the history of mentalities –
have not yet become well known or
applied by historians.

Annales and cultural history
Chartier’s interest towards cultural
history is based on his view on the
status of culture in defining human
ideas and actions. Traditionally, the
Annales school has stressed economic and social causes: the models
created for explaining the basic traits
of people and societies are based on
their biological and geological context
(longue durée) and economic conditions and social relations
(conjoncture). Political, cultural and
intellectual life, the history of events,
is only the third level of history, just
“foam on the sea”.4 Although cultural
history has searched for answers to
the basic questions concerning our
conceptions of ourselves and our surroundings, it has still been left in the
shadow of methods and arguments
focussing on economic and social explanations.
Despite of this, annalists did
not completely abandon cultural history, but developed its methods and
offered new topics. Lucien Febvre,
one of the founders of Annalism,
wanted to renew cultural research, and
pointed out that especially when dealing with cultural topics every era
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should be examined in its
own coherence. Even the
dominating phenomena
could only be understood
in their own temporal and
spatial context. He also
aimed to separate the ideal
forms of ideas and their
social expressions. According to Febvre, historians should be interested in
the latter, for no idea was
worth examining, if it was
not investigated in its actual and practical manifestations and influences.5
Secondly, a new
generation of annalists
Etienne-Louis Boullée, Deucième projet pour la Bibliothèque du Roi, Paris 1785.
transformed the concept
of culture in the 1970s. It
brought ‘the mentalities of
discussing mentalities. Especially, the
human minds’ to the centre of histori- ics of recent historical research.10
unchanging or slowly moving charcal research. As a term, mentality has
acter of vast statistics does not show
been very difficult to define. Usually, Chartiers
individual exceptions or the roots of
the French historian Jacques Le Goff criticism
slowly rising phenomena.13
is mentioned to have given the definiAccording to Chartier, the
tion “man’s mentality is the part in his Traditionally, the Annales school subways of thinking and ideas that he mitted cultural history to the third most important weakness of quantishares with contemporary people”.6
level, below economic and social his- tative research is its tendency to simMeanwhile, Georges Duby has aban- tories. However, Chartier’s opinion is plify physical expressions of culture,
doned the whole term because he con- that this order should be the oppo- like books. At the same time it is forsiders it too complicated to be used site, because representations of the gotten that the reception of cultural
effectively in historical research.7 Al- social world give the constituents of phenomena is a subjective event. Folthough ‘mentality’ was so difficult to social reality. Economic and social re- lowing the claims made by Ginzburg
define and discuss, it became a cen- lationships do not define cultural phe- and Pierre Bourdieu, Chartier emphatral theme for cultural history, because nomena, because they themselves are sizes the fact that the use of quantitait offered a possibility to examine so- created by the customs and products tive methods usually leaves out questions concerning the mediation, recepcieties as wholes. Outside the intel- of culture.11
lectual elite culture, it found common
For Chartier, the economic and tion, adoption and use of cultural
people and an unrecognized basis for social tendency of the annalists has traits. This leads easily to false conthe outlook of life. The history of cul- led to premature assumptions of cul- clusions, because these issues are not
ture began to explore a vast, new field. tural history. Research concentrated dependent on cultural objects, but on
Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie was maybe on mentalities when aiming to exam- persons creating, transmitting and rethe best-known scholar for his excel- ine a predefined group of people: ceiving them, and their resources and
lent studies on French peasant life,8
peasants, the bourgeoisie etc. This comprehension.14
In these ways, Chartier has unbut another French historian, Robert definition has usually caused the reMuchembled, gave the clearest pic- sults to be led by social presumptions: derlined the need for a new cultural
ture of a separate and coherent cul- before the actual research, the scholar history. Although historians have
ture of the European common people has defined the social limits of her/his been interested in people’s ways of
in the time of the Ancien Régime. object, and in this way social scien- thinking and outlooks on life, this reMuchembled wanted to show that tific definitions of societies have also search has concentrated on a few intellectuals, and on their ideas, not
before the eighteenth century there determined the cultural conclusions.12
were two levels of culture in France,
Research based on histoire actions.This is why Chartier tries first
the level of the elite and that of the sérielle does not satisfy Chartier ei- of all to expand the concept of ‘culpeasants’ popular culture, and that the ther. This quantitative method that ture’. He widens it in relation to the
elite tried to reshape and redefine searches for phenomena of the longue traditional elite culture, but also compopular culture in ways going against durée has produced important knowl- pared to research concerning popular
its original meanings. 9 Following edge concerning cultural history, but culture. The new cultural history has
these claims, popular culture has be- its aim, to examine development over borrowed its basis from anthropology
come one of the most interesting top- centuries, is very problematic when – especially Clifford Geertz – and from
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Christophe de Savigny, Tableaux accomplis de tous les arts libéraux,
Paris, Jean and Francois Gourmont, 1587, engraving.
the conception that culture encompasses everything from reflections of
human mental reality to human
action.15 As a consequence, Chartier
does not try to examine only the materialized forms of culture (arts, artefacts, literature etc.) and the common
meanings given to them. Chartier tries
to avoid this weakness by examining
personal habits of using actively the
texts, pictures and other cultural messages.16
Chartier writes about an “another production” of culture, as receivers reproduce the message to a
form different from the original intention: ...any text is the product of reading, a construction by its reader... He
invents within the text things other
than what was the author’s intention... The work acquires meaning
only through the strategies of interpretation that construct its
significances.17
Because of this, Chartier thinks
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that mentalities are almost impossible
to capture. At the same time, every
single person is considered an interesting topic of research for her/his individual differences. This means also
that cultural entities should not be
simplified: culture should not be divided into an elite and a common, po pular culture, as historians have usually done. Actually, such groupings
are directly appropriated from social
history, and as such they are not valid
for defining cultural limits. The continuation from one genre to others
should be noted.18 Chartier thinks
that this emphasizes the need for
studying the actual contacts and distribution of cultural objects carrying
conceptions and information.
Practical
advice
In his introduction to The Culture of
Print19 Chartier gives practical advice

on how to accomplish the principles
of the new cultural history. He grounds
his method on three basic elements.
The most important choice for
research is to avoid topics that are
too large or quantitative methods: The
access to print culture we propose is
not through a synthesizing, global
approach but, quite to contrary, by
means of case studies – more accurately, object studies.20
The second preference is for
particularity over preconceived generalization. Historians should not follow earlier assumptions, but approach
their topic as it were always a fresh
subject for them. Thirdly, Chartier tries
to understand the use of cultural materials within the precise, local, specific context that alone give them
meaning.21
All these practical principles
emphasize the individuality of the
object. Chartier hopes that he could
avoid trusting generalizations on social phenomena when examining the
adoption of cultural traits. However,
he also connects his research to traditional history by comparing his individual objects to earlier generalizations. The descriptions of cultural artefacts, concepts and actions are then
clearer and their special traits are illuminated better. Finally, focussing on
individual objects helps us to avoid
anachronistic deductions, because in
them the complexity of forms and the
context are seen better than in quantitative studies.22
The history of books
Chartier has used his methods especially in the field of the history of
books23 . For him, the most important
topic has been the relationship between the readers and the texts. This
subject again emphasizes individuality, for Chartier wants to study a text
as the reader understood it.
An important aspect is to notice the differences between editions:
in the eighteenth century, texts were
still manipulated between the editions,
so they could have been greatly
changed. These differences also affected the readers’ ability to interpret
texts and to adopt the messages.24
Chartier has also reminded that historians should pay more attention to
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Although Chartiers methods demand an almost
overparticular approach to the object of study, and
source criticism must be even more thorough, he has
shown that the results are worth it.

short and forgotten writings, like pamphlets, which were the main form of
literature that contemporaries read.
Chartier also examines other elements
in books: pictures, fonts, style of edition, etc., and how they have affected
the readers’ ability to understand the
message.25
As Chartier has mostly
analyzed the use of texts and the moment when their information is transmitted (via reading, hearing or other
secondary methods), his results have
revealed that although the message
of a text can be clear for present day
historians, it could have been understood in a very different, sometimes
even surprising way by the contemporaries. For example, la bibliothéque
bleue, literature produced for French
peasants in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, has usually been
thought to reveal the life of peasants.
However, these books were produced
by the authorities and the elite, and
their personal aims concerning the
collection have not been considered.
Their aspiration to preserve social
power and maintain peace in society
have shaped the books’ image of peasant life: they do not describe real life,
but how the elite wanted it to be.26
Also the exact time when the text is
transmitted should be noticed: texts
could reach readers years or decades
after their publication, so they were
certainly not read like the writer would
have wanted.27

......
Chartier practices his research in the
French historical territory, so his criticism has mainly been directed against

the tradition of Annales. For example,
he has not discussed much his relationship with Italian microhistory,
which however is quite clear. Despite
this “Frenchness”, Chartier’s work has
been considered valuable also in other
countries, like the conference in California proves. Although Chartier’s
methods demand an almost
overparticular approach to the object
of study, and source criticism must be
even more thorough, he has shown
that the results are worth it. The complex image of humanity is not underestimated, but given a central place.
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Reflections of the past
Soviet heritage and human rights
in Russia

Sinikukka Saari
ISHA Helsinki
sinikukka.saari@helsinki.fi

.......................................................

Russia’s claim that the war in Chechnya is purely a domestic matter leans very strongly on the
old Soviet way of thinking. What are we now fighting against – what kind of legal culture prevailed in the Soviet Union?

Soviet legal culture started to develop
after the October Revolution of 1917.
The change was not as sudden and
radical as might have been expected.
It developed over the years into a
unique system characterised by instrumentalist and materialistic attitudes and the primacy of politics over
the written law. Everything – including human and civil rights — was secondary to the great aim of constructing socialism. As Lenin stated: “Law
is a political instrument, it is politics”1 .
And politics - as we all know - can
change overnight.
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The lack
of legalism
At the core of the Western legal tradition lies the concept of legalism. Legalism means — first of all — that law
has strong autonomy. This autonomy
is guaranteed by formal rules regulating the development, principles and
sources of law. Secondly, legalism
means the rule of law: the government
itself is bound by law. Law is seen as
higher than political goals. Finally, legalism is characterised by the formal
equal rights of citizens.2

The Soviet legal system was
not based on a legalistic culture. The
socialist state and the communist
party were the highest — and the only
— sources of law. The underlying idea
was that the state was a ‘friend’ of the
people. Theoretically, it was impossible to think of situations where individuals and the state — let alone the
party — would be on opposite sides.3
Because law was just politics and a
tool for the state, rights granted to the
people were like little presents. No
universal value was given to the law
or — in particular — human rights.
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came to force. In practice, many of the
noble articles of the constitution
turned into dead letters due to the lack
of normal legislation.9
Human rights in
socialist society

Comrade Leonid Brezhnev.
The state was not bound by its promises.4
Soviet legal thinking also introduced the concept of collectivism.5
The common good overrode individual needs. The system of law had
ambitious aims of constructing socialism and re-educating the entire society – it could not be bothered with
the little demands of the ordinary person.

Nevertheless, the Soviet Constitution had plenty of human right
articles — many more and with wider
scope than, for example, European
Constitutions. Even as the Constitution guaranteed both political and economic and social rights, the latter ones
were clearly emphasised.
The Soviet conception of human rights underlined the right to
something — whereas the classical
Western conception underlines the
freedom from something. The Soviet
State granted its citizens — for example — the right to housing, the right
to access to cultural valuables, the
right to a pension and the right to rest.
These articles prop up the idea of a

‘guardianship society’: the state took
care of its obedient citizens and their
future and wellbeing.10 These benefits
were rewards — it was hoped that citizens would become more aware of their
responsibilities to state and society.11
Human rights had thus an educational
function.
The constitution was not all
about rights and freedoms but also
duties. It is generally thought that the
Soviet system emphasised the duties
of citizens. However, the duties and
the rights of citizens were considered
— at least by legal scholars — just
different sides of the same coin. The
duty to work for the great socialist aim
was also a right to do so.12
The new synthesis
of legislation
Soviet legal scholars introduced the
concept of socialist legalism. They
claimed that the Soviet politicised legal system was more developed than

A system
of contradictions
The politicised concept of law led to
an unstable and contradictory system
of law. The state itself systematically
violated its own laws. Many thousands of administrative regulations
were issued and put in force that
clearly contradicted the constitution.6
One law could suddenly be followed
by a conflicting one.
Due to this development the
written law was generally not respected. Because laws were often
only ideological rhetorics that most
people did not believe, it was common to bend and break the rules. Civil
servants’ arbitrary interpretations of
laws were widely accepted. The Party’s role was crucial. Even in the cases
of criminal jurisprudence, the Court’s
decision was many times confirmed
by phoning the local party leader.7
The Soviet Constitution was
not considered to be of primary value
or even higher than average laws. It
was just a political declaration that set
out goals and made promises8 . It is
notable that it was not self-executing.
It needed other legislation before it
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ered as prisoners of conscience by the
Soviet state: “Democracy as we understand it has nothing in common
with liberal attitude towards shortcomings, with tolerating things that interfere with the life and work of
people…Government of the people
is…strict. It is inconceivable without
conscious discipline and a high degree of organisation. And it does not
sentimentalise over those who inflict
damage on society, whether they are
hooligans or criminals, bureaucrats or
idlers, parasites or plunderers of society’s wealth.”15 .
A domestic matter
of the state

“With a beating pace, at full speed, fulfil the 5-year plan in 4 years.” A
Soviet political poster.
the Western ones and criticised the
hypocritical way of separating political and legal systems.
Soviet scholars argued that in
Western societies, equality between
individuals was merely formal: in reality, there could not be ‘true equality
between Henry Ford and his workers’.
In a socialist system individual
freedoms represented a synthesis of
social relations, politics and law. True
human rights could be granted only
by a socialist society.13

criminal acts. Every citizen’s duty was
to work for the great socialist aim and
contradictory opinions were thus a

Dissidents: parasites
of societys wealth
The Soviet Union was constantly attacked by Western accusations of
poor human right conditions and the
suppression of differing opinions.
However, Soviet legal scholars and
political leaders did not think of these
as human rights matters but simply
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A Russian soldier searches
the clothes of a Chechen.
failure to perform one’s duties. Criticising the socialist state was “deliberate weakening of the system” and
punished by the Penal Code.14
Dissidents were not consid-

The Soviet State also strictly opposed
the idea of the universal nature of human rights. Socialist countries insisted for a very long time that the
treatment of one’s own nationals was
a purely domestic matter, in which neither other states nor the organs of the
United Nations could interfere.
This attitude softened with the
policy of détente, and from the mid1960s the Soviet Union became party
to a variety of international conventions on human rights. The Soviet Union accepted the idea that it had
agreed about the provision of these
rights, but the position was taken that
the manner of implementation of these
rights was still a matter for national
discretion.
This emphasis was still clearly
evident in the context of the Congress
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) in 1975 – where socialist
countries claimed that the manner of
implementation of human rights would
vary according to the particular political system. In practise this meant,
for example, that the freedom of
speech in socialist society should be
directed to the promotion of a socialist system.16
The introduction
of legalism
In the last days of socialism, the official opinion towards the rule of law
and legalism changed dramatically.
The Western concepts were adopted;
it was generally accepted that there
was no special socialist democracy or
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legacy, but only democracy and
legacy as such.17
The Head of State, Mikhail
Gorbachev, launched a widespread
reform programme in the society and
economy of the Soviet Union. A new
political élite wanted to build ‘socialism with a human face’.
The aims of the legal reform
programme were the introduction of
the rule of law, more open and democratic procedures of legislation and
the protection of universal human
rights. Some serious efforts were made
to improve the human rights conditions and – for example — the freedom of expression improved fundamentally. The aims of democracy, market-orientated economy and legalism
were to be adopted gradually. New
structures were to be build without
totally breaking the older ones.
The challenges
of today
These reforms proved inadequate to
keep the Soviet empire standing. The
new Russia is still on the path to democracy, legalism and market
economy. The goals are clearly expressed, but in practice the transition
policy has however stumbled. Many
steps have been taken side- and backwards.
In the field of human rights,
Russia has adopted new legislation
and many important international conventions. However, the present condition of human rights is not comparable with these positive reforms.
There are still gross violations against
the basic rights of people, media and
religious groups. These human rights
breaches are not only due to the governments’ inability to secure human
rights –many of these violations are
actually carried out by the federal
government itself.
The war in Chechnya is without a doubt one of the loudest manifestations of Russia’s ignorance of international human rights standards.
Russia’s claim that the war is purely a
domestic matter leans very strongly
on the old Soviet way of thinking.
However, mass violations of human
rights are not an internal affair of any
state. Russia has also acknowledged
and accepted this principle by the in-
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A Russian ‘filtration’ camp North-West of Grozny
ternational conventions it has signed.
Russia’s economic crisis, growing insecurity and the persistence of old
patterns of thought help us to understand the ambivalent human rights
policy of Russia. The political atmosphere has changed dramatically from
the enthusiastic days of the early

The state itself
systematically
violated its own
laws.
Many
thousands of
administrative
regulations were
issued and put in
force
that
clearly contradicted the constitution.

1990s. Many Russians have turned
towards old Soviet values and the
“cringing behaviour towards the
West” is often criticised. The failure
in other fields of transition has clearly
influenced Russia’s willingness to implement international human rights
commitments.
However, human rights should
not be blamed for the ills resulting
from the erosive forces of the
economy. Russia’s transition to legalism and to a general respect of human
rights is going to be a long — and
painful — process.
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Glorious epochs, ghastly ages, and
the meanings of history
Views on Ottoman Bosnia
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After the horrors of the recent war in Bosnia, it is no surprise that many journalists, political
analysts, and scholars have embarked on a search for the causes of the bloody and often bewildering conflict. But amid the explosion of new interest in Bosnian history,1 the period of Ottoman rule in the region has not received proportionate attention.

Despite the paucity of available English-language scholarship2 , generalizations about Ottoman Bosnia
abound. In 1995, President Clinton
observed that the war in Bosnia “is
tragic, it’s terrible. But their enmities
go back 500 years.”3 Thus at the end
of the fifteenth century, at least according to the President, the seeds of
the recent bloodshed were sown as
the Ottomans were completing their
conquest of Bosnia (which is usually
dated 1463).
Others too see the Ottoman
influence as a crucial and fatal factor
in the history of the Bosnia and the
entire region in general. “The Turks
ruined the Balkans, with a ruin so great
that it has not yet been repaired and
may prove irreparable,” wrote the
American journalist Rebecca West in
her highly praised 1930s travel account, which continued to exert influence well after it was first published.4
The Ottoman
Shadow
Of course, one could contend that
such negative views of the Ottoman
legacy are merely indicative of the Orientalist prejudices that permeate the
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“ We s t e r n ”
point of view,
as Edward
Said forcefully
argued some
twenty years
ago.5
However, some of
the harshest
indictments of
the
Turks
have come not
from Western
European or
American observers, but from prominent Balkan politicians, writers, and
intellectuals. Ivo Andric, the famous
Bosnian writer and the sole Nobel laureate from the former Yugoslavia, enshrined the image of a ruined, debauched Ottoman Bosnia in his doctoral thesis at the University of Graz
in 1924. Andric wrote that the Turks,
“an Asiatic military people whose...
religion... shackled the life of the spirit
and the mind in Bosnia,” practically
annihilated all progressive accomplishments, interrupted and halted the
“natural” cultural development of the
region, and finally killed off all creative outlets. The Ottoman “shadow,

where four centuries of ghastly history were played out, was to lie heavy
on the landscape to either [Serb or
Croat] side into the far distant future.”6
The grievances of the emerging Balkan nations, such as Serbia or
Greece of the nineteenth century,
against the Porte were not without
reason: the declining Ottoman state
mismanaged its resources, succumbed
to corruption on nearly every level of
government, and rarely protected or
cared for the vast majority of its subjects.7 Coupled with such incompetence was the Porte’s overt and fre-
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Because of the Muslimss Slavic ethnicity and shared language, the Croat and
Serb nationalists were able to make the case that there was really no difference aside from religious belief - between a Bosniac or any other South Slav identity.
The implications was, of course, that the Bosnian Muslims were really Croats or
really Serbs, because they were the same people who only happened to have
converted to a foreign religion some centuries ago.

quently brutal hostility toward the
national aspirations of the emerging
Balkan countries. It is not surprising,
then, that many inhabitants of the
Balkans greatly resented - and genuinely hated - any thing associated with
the Ottomans.

political situation under the Habsburg
rule. In 1910 he completed his dissertation, Bosniacs and Hercegovinians
in the Field of Islamic Literature, at
the University of Vienna and received
the doctoral degree in Islamic languages (ex linguis islamicis). After
Bašagic had advanced from being a

be found in the appendix to his first
scholarly study, A Short Instruction
in the Past of Bosnia and
Hercegovina, written in 1900. Though
entitled “Herceg-Bosnia and Eastern
Scholarship,” his essay is more than
a mere overview of Bosnian writers
who composed works in Turkish, Ara... or a Flourishing
bic, or Persian and thus influEpoch
enced the learning and the
culture of the Near East.11 It
Rather than further delving
is an encomium to a past filled
into similar (and abundant)
with splendid cultural
accusations and inculpations
achievements. Bašagic
of the Turkish rule, I will
spends most of the essay
present and evaluate a conconferring acclaim on
trasting view that is rarely, if
Bosnian poets, scholars, phiever, heard in academic dislosophers, and judges who
cussions of Ottoman Bosnia.
bequeathed their works to
It should be noted that the
“the Eastern Parnassus.” Furaim of my essay is not to asthermore, he believes that the
sess claims of Andric (or
Ottoman Bosnian writers are
Clinton) in light of actual hisnot only contributors to the
torical evidence, because
literary lore of the Near East,
other historians already furbut that they constitute “a
nished enough evidence to
separate genre”:
justify alternate concluInstead of borrowing
sions.8 Instead, I will examexpressions from the Arabs
and Persians, as was the
ine and assess an interpretausual custom of the Turkish
tion advanced by the
poets before the rebirth of litBosnian scholar and poet
Safvet beg Bašagic, who por- An early 18th century engraving of a gentleman from erature, our poets would unintentionally journey into the
trays the Ottoman period not the Ottoman Empire.
garden of our folk poetry...
as “four centuries of ghastly
Thus Bašagic, unlike Andric
history,” but as the heyday
of cultural achievements that define representative to the Bosnian Parlia- who judged Ottoman Bosnian literathe national identity of the Bosniac ment (Sabor) to presiding over that ture to be “utterly restrictive and bar(that is, Bosnian Muslim) community. body, the First World War abruptly ren,” portrays the Ottoman period as
Safvet
beg
Bašagic ended his brief pursuit of politics. a “glorious epoch,” a time when great
Redcepašic, born in 1870, was one of Bašagic then returned to cultural con- literary arts and culture flourished in
the most prominent figures of turn- cerns such as writing fiction and Bosnia.12
of-the-century Bosnia. As a youth he nuomerous studies. 10 He died in
composed poems and studied Islamic Sarajevo in 1934.
Autonomous
literature at the University of Vienna,
Of interest to this essay is a Bosnians?
while simultaneously promoting the relatively small but very important part
interests of the Bosniac community.9
of Bašagic’s opus, namely his views Yet why is this curious characterizaWhile writing more poetry and schol- on the cultural legacy of the Ottoman tion important? Bašagic provides a
arship, Bašagic was active in several period in Bosnia. It is a topic that per- direct answer in the very first paracultural organizations, which aimed to vades much of his scholarship. The graph: by describing the glory of the
educate and make the Bosnian Mus- earliest expression of Bašagic’s in- past, “I want to say to certain people,
lims aware of their history and their terpretation of the Ottoman period can to get out of their heads the usual
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prejudices that our [Bosnian Muslim]
fathers were unfamiliar with culture.
They accomplished, I can freely say,
in the field of Eastern scholarship as
much as our neighbors did for Western learning.”13
To understand why this essentially defensive stance is delivered at
the very beginning of the essay, it is
necessary to review briefly the circumstances under which Bašagic wrote it
in 1900. The “national question,” that
fascinating conundrum which continues to vex the region, was certainly
the most controversial issue in Bosnia
during the Habsburg reign (18781918).14 After occupying
Bosnia in 1878, the AustroHungarian administration
initially attempted to foster
a native Bosnian identity
that would prevent the
neighboring and rising Serb
and Croat nationalisms
from gaining support in the
newly acquired province.
However, the Habsburg
policy of promoting
interconfessional
“Bosnianism” failed to
unite the Orthodox, Muslim, and Catholic inhabitants
of the province for a number
of reasons that need not detain us here.15
Simultaneously, the
neighboring Croat and Serb
nationalisms laid rivaling
claims on the allegiance of
Bosnian Muslims. Because
of the Bosnian Muslims’s
Slavic ethnicity and shared language,
the Croat and Serb nationalists were
able to make the case that there was
really no difference - aside from religious belief - between a Bosniac or
any other South Slav identity. The implications was, of course, that the
Bosnian Muslims were “really” Croats
or “really” Serbs, because they were
the same people who only happened
to have converted to a foreign religion some centuries ago. Furthermore,
these neighboring nationalists tended
to dismiss and belittle any potential
sources of the sense of separate
Bosniac identity, such as a historical
tradition. The Serb nationalists were
especially prone to disparage the Ottoman period, which had, according
to them, erected an unnatural barrier
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between the once united (Serbian Orthodox) people by creating an alien
and barbaric Muslim society in
Bosnia.16
Bašagic’s intent to dispel “the
usual prejudices that our fathers were
unfamiliar with culture” is precisely an
answer to the Serb charges that
Bosnian Muslims had no distinctive
past or culture. Most educated
Bosniacs of the time, like Bašagic,
found the Serb reprobation of the
Turks rather offensive for several reasons. The nostalgia among the
Bosnian Muslims for the familiarity of
the recently departed Turkish regime,
as opposed to the new confusing changes brought by the
Habsburgs, may be one motive
behind the lingering appreciation for the Ottoman period.
Most importantly, the Ottoman
rule had given Bosnian Muslims the most conspicuous
mark that separates them from
their Croat and Serb neighbors:
their religion. Under the Turks,
Islam became the chief distinguishing attribute of the culture of a considerable native
Slavic following. For Bosnian
Muslims, therefore, to revile
the Ottoman period would
mean a denunciation of their
own origins and heritage.
But Bašagic’s characterization of the Turkish reign
as “a glorious epoch” is not
just a rejection of the Serb attempts to reduce the Bosnian
Muslims to a group of renegade Orthodox Christians. His reverence toward Eastern literature and
scholarship is also more than an influence of German Romanticism enchanted with the Orient, as one has
critic suggested, though the Romantic impact is certainly evident in
Bašagic’s works. 17 I believe that
Bašagic’s invocation of the past glories is an attempt to express and “revive” the existence of an autonomous
Bosnian Muslim nation.
Old pride of
a glorious people
Before proceeding with this sensitive
and complex topic, it must be noted
that Bašagic’s own political record
does not clearly point to a purely
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Bosniac orientation. For reasons
that once glorious people.
above, he repudiated the Serb label
This “process of reading nationalism
that his Orthodox neighbors wanted
genealogically, as the expression of
to attach to Bosnian Muslims. In 1891,
an historical tradition of serial contiamid the quarrels over proper national
nuity,” to use Benedict Anderson’s
allegiances, he boldly declared that in
useful phrase, is evident throughout
the entire country, “there were never
Bašagic‘s essay.19 Perhaps the best
any Serbs or Croats,” implying that
illustration is Bašagic’s poignant reBosnians have an identity disparate
minder to the (Bosnian Muslim) reader
not just from Serbs, but also from
that the names of the great OttomanCroats. Yet just a few years later,
Bosnian writers are like “bright torches
Bašagic was swayed by the subtle but
on the horizon of our lands, lighting
effective approach of the Croat nathe old pride in the hearts of our
tionalists, who, in contrast to the
young generation, urging it to seek
Serbs, did not vituperate the origins
after Eastern and Western education
of Slavic Islam nor belabor the legacy
and to contribute something to the
of Ottoman rule. Instead,
progress of our homethey offered praise for
land.”20 The national
“the Croats” of Muslim
character of the young
faith, along with a chance
generation stems difor Bosniacs to advance
rectly from the old pride,
their education and politiwhich stands like the
cal career in Croatia. By
timeless “bright torches
the end of the nineteenth
on the horizon.”
century, Bašagic openly
As Benedict Anderson
espoused the Croat oriexplains, “the transition
gin of (Bosnian) Muslims
from New Time to Old”
and even penned a poem
as well as the accompaextolling “the Croatian
nying assurance of
language,” which “can
some immutable nalink together/ East and
tional trait are some of
West, song and intelthe most prominent feaHorsemen of the Imperial Cavalry of the Ottoman Empire
tures of European nalect.”18 Despite his amtionalist ideologies. The
bivalent relationship with
need to relate the nation’s past to the
the competing Croat and Bosnian
present became apparent when the
Muslim identities, Bašagic‘s exaltation
modern “intelligentsias and the bourof the past reveals his efforts to legitigeoisies were becoming conscious of
mize the existence of a distinct
themselves as” members of a particuBosnian Muslim nation. The key part
lar nationality. The emerging national
of his argument is the appeal to hiselites construed “nationality in terms
tory, more specifically to the continuof continuity,” which gave historical
ity of the Bosnian Muslim tradition.
depth - and legitimacy - to the modern
As discussed above, Bašagic
nations.21
stated that the purpose of his essay
on the literary accomplishments of Ottoman-Bosnian poets was to defend
Lofty history for
the integrity of the Bosnian Muslim
the hearts of the young
community. Already at this point, certain assumptions about the course of
Bašagic’s characterization of the Othistory are manifest. The past is ditoman period as a “glorious epoch,” I
rectly linked to the present, because
believe, fits into the pattern described
the historical precedent of Bosnian litabove. In his historical account, the
erature and culture immediately sugmodern Bosnian Muslim community
gests legitimacy and authenticity of
is united with its past through “the
the modern Bosniac nation. In other
old pride,” which occupies a place of
words, the sheer existence of a disvital essence - “the hearts of the
tinct tradition, however remote or difyoung generation.” The concerns
ferent from the practices of the modover national identity provide a good
ern Bosnian Muslim community, is
starting point for an assessment of
supposed to validate the separate naBašagic’s interpretation. Even though
tional identity of the descendants of
the sense of Bosnian Muslim nation-
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“At a time when a most
odious effort to dehumanize Slavic Muslim
culture and people
was underway in Serb
nationalist circles,
Baagic furnished
much needed but terribly exaggerated historical evidence that
proved that indeed
there was genuine
culture in Ottoman
Bosnia. No better example of these lofty
pretensions is needed
than his overblown estimate of the influence
of Bosnian writers on
Islamic literature as a
whole.

ality did not fully develop within his
lifetime (as his ambivalent political career amply shows), Bašagic’s portrayal
of the “glorious epoch” did provide
an attractive foundation for the establishment of the Bosniac community.
Furthermore, at a time when a
most odious effort to dehumanize
Slavic Muslim culture and people was
underway in Serb nationalist circles
(see above), Bašagic furnished much
needed but terribly exaggerated historical evidence that proved that indeed there was genuine culture in Ottoman Bosnia. No better example of
these lofty pretensions is needed than
his overblown estimate of the influence of Bosnian writers on Islamic literature as a whole.22 Yet despite these
shortcomings, Bašagic documented
the heritage of Slavic Islam, whatever
its worth, while the Serb nationalists
decried its very existence.23
The information preserved in
Bašagic’s writings and manuscripts is
indeed valuable, but what can one
make of the effort (driven not by scholarly curiosity, but by the desire to vindicate a present-day cause) to view
history as proof of national essence
and continuity?24 Not surprisingly,
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the result of his research was an affirmation of the legitimacy of Bosniac
culture, as well as an unbalanced, incomplete historical account. In his
desire to rekindle the hearts of the
young generation, Bašagic disproportionately emphasized the cultural
achievements while neglecting important political and social trends (such
as the faltering economic situation or
rise of Balkan nationalisms toward the
end of eighteenth century).
The ultimate illustration of the
blindness which the nationalist view
of history can induce is Ivo Andric’s
doctoral thesis. As mentioned above,
Andric depicted the Ottoman period
in Bosnia as the rule of an alien, barbaric people and their Slavic Muslim
underlings; therein he saw “the whole
meaning of Turkish rule and Turkish
influence”. This image of a flagitious
oppressor served several contemporaneous purposes, such as dehumanizing the Slavic Muslims by reviling
their origins, as well as inspiring indignation at an old enemy, thus rousing Serb national pride against the
background of ghastly history.
Additionally, at the end of his
work, Andric was compelled to include a peculiar supplement on “The
Hybrid Literature of the Bosnian Muslims,” for he could not “simply pass
over [this subject] in silence and...
claim to complete coverage.” Yet in
the few pages of the supplement,
Andric does precisely that. Continuing on the theme of his dissertation,
he bluntly asserts that in the area of
literature “as well, the influence of Islam proved to be utterly restrictive and
barren.”25 What is profoundly disturbing about this conclusion is that
Andric actually cited Bašagic, who
went to great lengths to document
Bosnian Muslim heritage, to support
his argument. Andric mounts no counter-argument against Bašagic’s claims,
nor does he allow for any meaningful
significance of Ottoman-Bosnian literature.
Conclusions
The comparison between Bašagic and
Andric is useful in another way, for it
highlights larger questions about the
roles, uses, and meanings of history.
The contrasting approaches by

Bašagic and Andric toward the same
historical topic raise significant problems regarding the nationalist appropriations of the past. It is strange to
observe these two men, Bašagic and
Andric: they were both from Bosnia,
they were roughly contemporaries
(1870-1934 and 1892-1975, respectively), they both loved and wrote literature, both studied the past of their
own homeland at Austrian universities (Vienna and Graz, respectively) and yet they came to such jarringly
disparate conclusions about the Ottoman legacy and the validity of
Bosniac culture.
What explains these profound
differences? How were they constructed in the first place? One could
argue that both Bašagic and Andric
consciously used bits and pieces of
history as means for constructing their
respective Bosniac and Serbian nationalisms, just like many other nationalist intellectuals of East and Central
Europe did for their own movements.
According to Ernest Gellner, one of
the most influential theorists of nationalism, “the cultural shreds and
patches used by nationalism are often arbitrary historical inventions.
Any old patch would have served as
well.”26 The past can indeed be picked
apart and appropriated for an astonishing variety of purposes. In search
of old splendors and terrors, for instance, much historical evidence is
done enormous injustice.
But such notions, these nationalist “inventions”, have surprisingly long and independent lives.
Bašagic did his best to enhance the
reputation of Bosnian Muslim literary
tradition, but he did not invent it out
of nothing. Similarly, Andric did not
fabricate the evidence for his indictment against the Turks. Rather than
inventing arbitrary patches to justify
purely political aims, nationalist histories often rely on pre-existing cultural and social contexts that substantially limit the framework of nationalist rhetoric.27
Furthermore, ideas about glorious epochs and ghastly histories
continue to influence people even after those who espoused them are long
gone. For example, because of his
fame as a Nobel laureate, Andric and
his writings (including his disserta-
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tion) are frequently approached by
many with surprisingly uncritical veneration.28 The reactions of Bosnian
Muslim intellectuals during and after
the recent devastating war are also
quite telling of the persistence and the
power of nationalist accounts of the
past. As one might expect, the conflict prompted many Bosnian Muslims
to re-evaluate their heritage and their
identity; perhaps less expected was
the amount of attention and respect
paid to Bašagic and his colleagues
who celebrated and recorded the
achievements of Bosnian Islam.29 The
old pride continues to light the hearts
of the young generation, it seems.
Finally and most importantly,
how can we assess the validity of
these nationalist interpretations of the
past? In case of Bašagic and Andric,
it would be foolish to accept either
one’s vision as “the true” representation of the Ottoman period in Bosnia.
It would be equally inappropriate to
say that the truth lies somewhere in
between the two views, for that would
still relate the Ottoman period from the
point of balancing two competing
prejudices. Much like understanding
of other cultures, a proper understanding of history requires not only
skepticism toward accepted stereotypes, but also an awareness of
one’s own and others’s beliefs and
practices, and sensitivity to the complexity of the human experience.
Notes
1
A number of other books discuss aspects
of Bosnian history; see Books on Bosnia: A
Critical Bibliography of Works Relating to
Bosnia-Herzegovina Published since 1990
in West European Languages, edited by
Quintin Hoare and Noel Malcolm (London:
The Bosnian Institute, 1999), as well as
Sarah Kent’s literature review “Writing the
Yugoslav Wars: English-Language Books on
Bosnia (1992-1996) and the Challenges of
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Asceticism was one core issue which divided Eastern and Western
Christianity already at a time when the two churches had not yet
separated officially. In Western thought ascetics were considered to
be suspicious, heretic mystics. In Eastern Christianity, on the contrary, asceticism has always been valued as a means to achieve a
union with God. It was also believed that the hermits had miraculous
powers to heal illnesses and cast out demons.

The profound antimony between
astern and Western thought is revealed by the historian Peter Brown
in his study “The Rise and Function
of the Holy Man in Late Antiquity“.
Brown reproduces a passage from
Mansi, Concilia XV, in which it is recorded that a delegate of the Pope
assisted at the confession of the Byzantine protospatharius Theodore by
a holy man. Puzzled by this strange
phenomenon, the delegate asked
Theodore: “‘Was he a priest?’ ‘I don’t
know. He was a holy old man, and I
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put my trust in the man.’“1
For the Westerners, the idea
of a “holy man“ outside the Church
system, who by virtue of his own personality alone could hear confession
and erase the sins of another, was preposterous, if not heretic. The position
of the Western mystics – who were
greatly influenced by Eastern thought
– was always ambiguous, bordering
on heresy.
As Paul Evdokimov puts it, “In
Western theology, the intertwining of
the divine and human nature was to-

tally excluded: tertium non datur, that
is, becoming divine is not possible“.2
In Eastern thought, on the contrary,
the idea of such holy men, who by the
means of asceticism could achieve a
state of teosis (union with God) was
even part of the official theology.
According to Evdokimov,
“The orthodox anthropology is…the
ontology of becoming divine. It does
not aim at the conquest of this world,
but at the metaphorical ‘theft’ of the
Kingdom of Heaven, the inner transformation of the world and the pro-
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gressive illumination through divine
energies.“3 Thus, in Eastern Christian
thought asceticism was seen as the
primary means of achieving a mystical union with God. Therefore ascetics were fundamentally transformed
into powerful holy figures.
Symbolic
martyrdom
Asceticism has been a constituent part
of Christianity from the very beginning, as it sprang directly from the four
Gospels. The early ascetics were primarily inspired by the charismatic figure of St. John the Baptist, who lived
in the desert. “John had his raiment of
camel’s hair, and a girdle made of
leather about his loins; and his meat
was locusts and wild honey.“4
Jesus was also linked to the
ascetic tradition, as he had to go and
live in the desert for forty days before
the start of his holy mission. “Then
was Jesus led up of the spirit into the
wilderness to be tempted by the devil.
And when he had fasted forty days
and forty nights, he was hungry afterwards.“5 Furthermore, asceticism
was directly suggested by Jesus himself, in his dialogue with the wealthy
young man: “If thou wilt be perfect,
go and sell that thou hast, and give to
the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and follow
me.”6
Early Christians were doing
just that, but in light of the early
persecutions, ascetic practices were
far less meritorious than death by

Ivory of the crucifixion from
Dionysiou, date unknown

martyrdom. By dying
the death of Christ, the
martyr became one with
his Savior – according
to the earliest traditions
he entered immediately
in the Kingdom of
Heaven.7 Or, as put by
St. Jerome, “It was the
Christian’s prayer in
those days that he
might, for Christ’s sake,
die by sword.“8
After the triumph of Christianity in
the 4th century martyrdom was no longer possible. Asceticism became an alternative for
those seeking union
with God, and was as
such promoted by the
Church Fathers. The
self-mortification of asceticism was considered martyrdom of the
flesh, and the ascetic “a
daily martyr to his conscience“.9 The ascetic Chrysobull of Alexios III Komnenos in Donysiou
no longer died literally
but symbolically. “Mortifie ton corps himself by ascetic practices, thus beet crucifie-le, et tu auras toi aussi la coming God-like once more. In the
couronne du martyre. Ce que le Eastern view, human beings have a
glaive faisait pour les martyrs, que sparkle of divinity within them, which
la volonte le fasse pour toi“, teaches they can cultivate to achieve union
John Chrysostom.10
with God. According to St. Gregory
of Nyssa, “man carries within himself
Towards
a certain dimension of divine knowla divine union
edge“.11
Therefore, in Orthodoxy, asAsceticism, whether Eastern or West- ceticism under its most basic form of
ern Christian, has always placed at the eremitism gained a reputation and a
core of its beliefs the idea of suffering prestige not equalled in the West,
as a means to unite the spirit with God. where the cenobitical life prevailed.
To an ascetic, the human body is fun- Asceticism meant primarily giving up
damentally depraved, the casting away what is human, becoming a
and continuous denial of the matter “stranger.“12 The model of renunciaachieving the freedom of the soul.
tion was St. Antony who, from an early
Christianity has been deeply age, gave up all his possessions and
influenced by Platonism, which per- withdrew to the barren desert. A great
ceived the soul as being trapped within number of hermits imitated him, practhe material world. But Western Chris- tising extreme mortification in the fortianity was further shaped by the pes- bidding deserts of Egypt and Syria.
simistic outlook of St. Augustine, who
The practices of asceticism
saw humankind as a massa damnata, were based on a continuous denial of
already predestined to rise or to fall. basic human needs. The ascetics reBy comparison, Eastern Christianity frained from food, wore rough clothes,
maintained a more moderate, optimis- slept on the ground, or stood up for
tic view: it is true that matter is de- many hours without moving. These
praved, but any person can redeem extreme feats of self-mortification were
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The orthodox monastery of Simonas Petras

not meant to be gratuitous; they
aimed at achieving inner purification
hrough the denial of egocentric desire.
The ascetics hence became
morally humble, spreading around
them a profound love for all mankind:
“We saw another old man that surpassed all men in his gentleness,
Benus by name, of whom the brethren that lived with him declared that
never had an oath or lie come from his
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mouth, nor had any mankind ever seen
him angry…but that his life went by
in a great silence, and he was quiet in
his ways, and in all conjuncture did
reckon himself of no account.“13
Can God
be seen?
The ultimate goal of employing various ascetic practices was the mystical union of the ascetic with God. This

was achieved by reaching metanoia,
which the Eastern theologians defined
as a mystical state of “seeing“ God.
However, this contemplation did not
imply an absolute knowledge of the
divinity.
On the contrary, Orthodox
theologians expressly denied the possibility of such knowledge. What an
ascetic could reach was a state of perceiving the supreme vision of God
granted to a human being. That, of
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course, was not God in Himself, because He remains forever hidden to
mankind, or even to angels. St. Ephrem
observed ironically that “whoever
thought they saw God, that saw himself and his own fantasies“. 14 St.
Gregory of Nyssa explained further:
“The true vision and the true knowledge of what we seek consists precisely in not seeing, in an awareness
that our goal transcends all knowledge
and is everywhere cut off from us by
the darkness of incomprehensibility.“15
Greek theologians constantly
rejected the rationalism of Aristotle or
St. Thomas Aquinas, because it reduced God to the level of human intelligence. On the contrary, “God is
far more than existence, especially
under its logical form, because He is
the Creator of every form, and hence
higher and beyond any concept. The
simplicity of God is entirely different
from our idea of simplicity. Thus, every
dogma has to be antinomic, beyond
logic, but never contradictory.“16 The
Greek mystics therefore did not really
pretend to see God, but the darkness
of His supreme manifestation to mankind.
Immortal
healing powers
Once he reached the high mystical
state of union, the ascetic had a new
mission on Earth: he was to be a guide
and a helper to those around him, a
Christian Boddhisattva. St. Antony,
after twenty years of practising ascetic
life, “came forth as out of a shrine, as
one initiated into sacred mysteries and
filled with the spirit of God“.17 The
Eastern holy men were considered
miracle-workers, and there were several areas in which they were considered professionals.
Primarily, they were specialists
in exorcism. In Peter Brown’s view,
“Exorcism was the classic cure associated with the holy man: for it involved both the formal designation of
an authoritative healing agent, on
which the sufferer and his companions could focus their hopes, and the
equally precise isolation and extrusion
– often in a satisfactorily visible form
– of the disturbing element.“18

Linked to the power to cast out
demons was
also
the
power to heal
illnesses.
“There was a
man named
F r o n t o
who…had a
dreadful disease. He came to the mountain and
asked Antony to pray for him. The
latter prayed and then said to Fronto:
‘Go, and you will be cured.’“19 The
Eastern ascetic could also be responsible for other miracles such as bringing about rain: “We have a holy father in our country who by one single
prayer can fill the whole world with
rain.“20
This power did not pass away
with death – it was preserved in the
bones carefully collected by the Orthodox Church. The relics were a great
source of power. “So prized were the
relics of saints among all Byzantine
classes, especially the lower, that it
was not uncommon for the bones of
famous holy men to be stolen from
one village by citizens of another.“21
From common people to
super-humanity
Thus, during their life and even after
death, the Orthodox ascetics were
considered to be blessed by God, infused with His Holy Ghost. They constituted a class of super-human beings who acted as intermediaries between God and the common people.
They were hence able to accomplish
what no other mortal – not even the
emperor – could: to cause rain by
prayer, cure illnesses, hold burning
charcoal in their hands, as Daniel the
Stylite is recorded as having done.22
Peter Brown rightfully compared these
Christian holy men to the shamans of
Asia: “Like the shaman of Siberian
tribes, he could master, by diagnosing, by entering into relation with, by
solemnly overpowering, those
inexplicit undertones of aggression,
envy and mutual recrimination that
build up so easily in the relatively
small groups, with which the historian of exorcism deals.“23
Indeed, Orthodox charismatic

figures do share the stature in society
and the function the shaman had in
more traditional societies. But there is
also a fundamental difference between
them. The shaman was a singular figure, chosen by the gods and endowed
naturally with certain supernatural
powers.
The Christian ascetic, however, is born an ordinary human. Thus,
the holy men of Christianity set forth
an optimistic message: anyone, no
matter how low he is, can arrive at this
Grace of God through his own efforts.
The path is certainly not easy, but not
impossible either – it is a path open to
any common person who has a deep
burning desire to unite his soul to God.
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Modern people’s idea of the Athenian democracy is mostly somewhat mistaken. It is usually
said that all citizens had their role in leading the city (polis) and that everyone participated in the
government. The contemporary theory, then again, was that the Assembly of the People (ekklesia)
was “sovereign” in Athenian political life, and thus it were the citizens who had the political
power.1 Consequently, it was “enough” for anyone to have Athenian parents and to be male in
order to have the possibility to speak in the popular assembly and to stand for one’s own political
proposals. But in practice, this “sovereignty of the Athenian people” was often restrained.2

The Athenian democracy was a direct and conditional democracy, a
self-control mechanism in the citizens’ body for keeping everybody’s
behavior within fair limits.3 This selfcontrol did not entail an obligation
that every Athenian citizen should
be able to participate in the government. In any case, this could not be
possible. But the citizens’ self-control was based on the power of communication between them, especially
between the ordinary people and the
elite, developed in public arenas: the
peoples’ courts, the Assembly, the
theatre and the Agora. This process
of communication was the primary
factor in the promotion and maintenance of social harmony, and it made
democratic decisions possible4.
The government
of rhetors
If every citizen did not participate in
the formulation of Athenian political
decisions, we should ask: “Who were
the citizens that formulated these decisions? “ and “Who really led the
Athenian politics in the fourth century BC?”
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It is possible to
see from the political
speeches
of
Demosthenes in the
fourth century BC that
the rhetor was the advisor and the Assembly
the decision-maker.5 In
the mid-fifth century BC,
the rhetor “was apparently a legal term for one
who proposed a motion
in the Assembly; by the
later fifth and the fourth
century BC it was ordinarily used of individuals recognized as active
political experts: those Fragment from the preamble of an Athenian
who addressed the As- decree. Early 4th century
sembly frequently and
who competed in political trials with
other rhetores”6.
lead the demos”, hegemonos= “those
According to J. Ober, the
who lead” etc.) however “suggest
prevalence of descriptive terms which
that public speech was a major aspect
emphasize the speaking skills and the
of their leadership role”7.
advisory function of Athenian politiA political leader who bencal leaders (e.g. hoi legontes= “the
efited from the people’s trust could
speakers”, politeumenos= ”the one
enjoy great influence, but his power
who is involved in the affairs of the
was manifested indirectly. The orators
polis” or “politician”, sumboulos=
(rhetores) did not make, strictly speak“advisor”, demagogoi= “those who
ing, political decisions, but they were
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Demosthenes wanted to become an
orator after he had seen the prestige
that the orator Callistratos enjoyed
thanks to his speeches. But
Demosthenes had natural speaking
difficulties and when he addressed the
people of the Assembly for the first
time, they made fun of him and he had
to leave the speakers’ platform. Only
after he had taken a lesson in declamation by the comic actor Satyrus and
undertook vigorous physical training
of various kinds, Demosthenes tried
to speak again in front of the Assembly.10
A portrait depicting Aristotle
(384-322 B.C)
able to convince the people (demos)
to make them. The influence of the
political leader was always fragile and
it ended when the people’s trust
ceased.8
In other words, during the
fourth century BC in Athens, the only
possibility to have a policy that was
continuous and coherent over time
rested with the opportunity of rhetors
being able to sustain the citizens’ attention in the Assembly for a sufficient period of time, by using two
skills: a powerful character and a way
to successfully respond to the needs
of the majority9.
The power
of the speakers
Achieving political power in the Athenian democracy was linked to the skill
of being an orator with a very good
speaking talent. And political leaders
should definitely have good oral and
persuasive skills. Accordingly, rhetorical schools existed all over Greece
(like the school of Isocrates), and one
of their goals was to prepare wealthy
citizens for political careers.
Without a special rhetorical
talent, a politician was not listened by
the crowd of thousands of people.
Isocrates, one of the most famous
speechwriters (logographos) in Classical Greece, was not able to choose a
political career because his voice was
not strong enough to carry over to a
large audience. According to Plutarch,

Rhetorics according
to Aristotle
The example of Demosthenes shows
us how important the art of persuasion was for an Athenian aspiring to
become a political speaker. According to Aristotle, the four ways of using rhetorics
were: it was
the means by
which truth
and justice
maintained
and asserted
their natural
superiority to
falsehood
and injustice; it was the only method
of persuasion suitable for an unscientific audience; as it taught us to see
both sides of the case and to sustain
either one side or the other, it enabled
us to see through the arguments of
our adversary, if they were unfair, and
to refute them; and it was the means
of self-defence. The function of
rhetorics “is not to persuade, but to
discover the possible means of persuasion in any subject”11.
Consequently, the perfect
rhetor should possess: the power of
argumentative reasoning; knowledge
of human characters and virtues; and
knowledge of the nature and quality
of human emotions.12 Discussing rhetorical skills, Isocrates tells us that this
is “a moral capacity of the people from
which result the greatest advantages”
and good speaking is a sign of good
thinking.13 Anyone who wants to be a
defender of the people and a good citi-

zen “had to be a man with judgement
and he should have the speaking ability”, because judgement would help
him to choose the best option for the
city, and the art of persuasion would
convince the listeners to follow that
option.14
Mantitheus, involved in the
trial of dokimasia, said that his enemies sued him because he wanted to
become an orator and to take part in
the state affairs. And he did that because the Athenians valued citizens
with “this kind of character”15.
Demosthenes criticism
against the orators
In the speech The Second Olynthiac,
Demosthenes criticized his contemporary orators in comparison with the
old orators. The orators of his age
only did what was good for them and
what pleased people only for a moment, but not what was good and right
for the city. Now, said Demosthenes,
people are not the masters of the orators, but the slaves of the political
leaders.16 Their predecessors cared
about the interest of the state and
“they made political associations not
for their private interest but for the
common good”17.
In The Second Olynthiac,
Demosthenes spoke about a form of
political clientelism, which was manifest in the Athenian society:
“Men of Athens, you used to pay your
taxes by symmories (groups) now you
conduct your politics by symmories.
There is a rhetor in charge of each,
and a strategos (general) as his
henchman and three hundred to do
the shouting and the rest of you are
divided between them, some in one
group and some in another”.
Demosthenes demanded the
Athenians to abandon this reality and
become independent citizens. This development would lead to a situation
where everyone would have the right
“to speak”, “to deliberate” over state
affairs and “to act”18.
Regarding the accusation of
Aeschines that he was the one guilty
of Athen’s defeat in the war against
Philip of Macedonia, Demosthenes
replied that not only had he decided
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the policy of the state, but it was alsoa
“common deliberation on the public
interests”19.
The change
of the political sphere
According to Plutarch, in times of
peace the orators were using the
power, but during wars the generals
had the power in Athens20. During the
fourth century BC, political leaders
became more and more specialized in
rhetorics. Thus the person that imposed a certain political decision in
Athens was the rhetor. He was making proposals and he was granted responsibility over them. There was a
transfer in decision-making within the
Athenian political sphere. Theoretically, the Athenian people in the Assembly made the decisions, but in
practice, they were just voting over
proposals made by a minority.
Political debates were limited
to spectacular rhetorical competitions
in politicians’ word-handling skills.
Sources attested to the existence of
“the political class of these
politeumenoi which opposed more
and more to the ordinary citizens
(idiotai), who more often listened
without making use of isegoria, the
equality of the right to speak, which
was a sign of democracy”21.
The political position of the
Athenian rhetor was linked to the size
of his fortune, his speaking ability and
the number of his “friends”.
Demosthenes did not sue the aristocrat Midias in court because the latter
had a higher political position. He was
a wealthy citizen, with very good
speaking skills, and he had powerful
friends.22
The people in the Assembly
tended to allow more and more political decisions to be made by the rhetor
and by the political group around him.
In spite of the negative appearance,
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the advantages of the system could
be attractive to the ordinary citizens
in the Assembly: they could directly
control the citizens who took the responsibility for a motion and they
could act directly upon them by way
of different juridical proceedings if the
results were not what they wanted
them to be.
It should not be underestimated how big the risk of political activity was to the Athenian orators.23
“There was also a scrutiny procedure
that applied specifically to speakers
in the Assembly, forbidding any citizen who had mistreated his parents,
failed to perform his military duties
properly, prostituted himself, or
squandered his inheritance from addressing the demos”24.
So, even if the Athenian political leaders more or less controlled the people
of the Assembly, social harmony existed in the Athenian society. This
social harmony, based on the citizens’
self-control, assured the stability of
democracy in the fourth century BC.
During this period, sources did not
attest any attempt to overthrow the
democratic form of government (as in
the fifth century BC). In 322 BC, the
Athenian democracy was replaced by
an oligarchy not because of an aristocratic revolution but because of a foreign conquest.25
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